Site Pre-Installation Checklist
Pre-Installation Checklist

*Please return within 3 days of receiving this document*

This document will help ensure your facility is ready for the installation of deliverables we will be providing to you. If these items are not complete when our installer arrives at your site, it will result in costly delays and unnecessary Fees that the site owner will incur and be responsible for.

It’s important to remember that we should be the very last installers on site if possible since upon completion your laser tag area will be a finished attraction. This means no subcontractors or work taking place in the laser tag area.

Please walk through your facility, preferably with your General Contractor and any Subcontractors as may be necessary to go over each item on this checklist. Check off all items that are “Done”, For items that are non-applicable, Just leave blank.

If you have any questions regarding any of these items, please don’t hesitate to contact us for clarification.

TO BE RECEIVED 10 DAYS PRIOR INSTALLATION DATE TO AVOID ADDITIONAL FEES!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SITE INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completed by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INSTRUCTIONS – Please Fax Completed List to:

- [ ] Attn.; Installation Manager
- [ ] Fax To; 317-783-3711.
- [ ] Email To; Victor@lasertag.com

1. Reception

- [ ] 1 power duplex for Scoreboard monitor
- [ ] 1 CAT5 run from Scoreboard to Game PC
- [ ] Position for mounting scoreboard monitor/TV
- [ ] Position for member terminal (optional)
- [ ] Power Duplex for member terminal (optional)

2. Briefing Room

- [ ] 1 power duplex for Demo Base (optional)
- [ ] 1 power duplex for Demo Pack (optional)
- [ ] Position for Demo Pack/Base (optional)
- [ ] Position for mounting A/V equipment
- [ ] 1 power duplex for A/V equipment
3. Vesting Room
- 1 power duplex for each Charging Hub - 10 phasers per hub
- MDF material on to wall for hanging racks
- Desk built to hold PC
- 2 quad power Duplex boxes for Game PC, (18” AFF)
- 1 power Duplex for HAL button (8’ AFF)
- CAT5 for HAL button run to Game PC and terminated

4. Arena
- CAT5 run for base 1 to Game PC
- CAT5 run for base 2 to Game PC
- Power Duplex for Base 1(10’ AFF)
- Power Duplex for Base 2(10’ AFF)

5. Maintenance Room
- Desk built to hold Game PC f
- 2 quad power for Game PC, 18” AFF
- Bench for preforming Maintenance
- 1 quad power for tools above Bench

6. Sound System
- Speaker cable run to each speaker
- Amp Wired and hooked up to Speakers
- Sound system tested for Functionality

7. Optional – these requirements must be met if the items appear on your deliverables list.
- MINE w/ a Duplex
- RESPAWN BOX w/ a Duplex
- GAME STATION w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- TARGET CONTROLLER w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME on top of Nearest Base to the PC
- TARGET CAT5 w/ Crimped and tested leads from Controller site into the arena 1 line for every 4 targets.
- VIDEO ENHANCED BASES w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- ZONE GATE location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- PICK UP PAD location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
PHOTOGRAPHS
We are looking for pictures of the laser tag areas to ascertain completion and to assist with any unusual items we may see that need to be addressed prior to our arrival. This is a very important piece to the Pre-installation checklist as it will give us a good idea of the condition of the space and point out install concerns we may need to address with additional hardware or equipment.

Camera Phone pictures are fine, just make sure there is enough light in the picture Use the checkoff boxes to keep track of what has been taken and sent to us.

Image Requirement Check List – please send an image of each item on this list.
- Vesting Room – full room shot from one wall
- Game PC location With Termination Plate (see pre install guide for example)
- HAL Button location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- Base Locations w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- Score Board Monitor Mounted w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME

Options Image Check List – please send an image if you are adding any of these options
- MINES Location with Duplex Outlet
- RESPAWN BOX location with Duplex Outlet
- GAME STATION Location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- TARGET CONTROLLER Location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- TARGET CAT5 Leads from Controller Location into arena – one line for every 4 Targets ordered
- VIDEO ENHANCED BASE Location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- ZONE GATE location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME
- PICK UP PAD location w/ a Duplex & Terminated CAT5 to HOME

Please sign that all of the above information and the status of each line is correct, then fax back to (317) 783-3711 to the attention of: Project Manager or Email to Victor@lasertag.com. Prior to arranging shipping and travel for your installation, we must receive this checklist 10 days prior to our scheduled installation date to insure that there will not be any further increases to the shipping, travel and accommodation fees associated with your installation.

X_________________________________________
Your signature here